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ABSTRACT

Individuals use various platforms to express their opinion
regarding products, services, political situations and other
events. Knowing the opinion of people is very important
for the concerned individuals and organizations in order to
devise future strategies according to the wishes of people. The
present research study focuses on extraction of opinion from
digital-born Pashto text. The study involved the creation of
multiple state-of-the-art classifiers by adapting methodology
of message level task using sentiment analysis of Tweets’. In
addition to this, word-sentiment lexicons with tokenization
of sentences and translation of existing English lexicons were
generated. The findings show that lexical features based
Pashto sentiment analysis extracts sentiments with a high
accuracy.
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1 INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, individuals use diverse platforms to ex-
press their opinions and sentiments in the form of blogs,
newspaper columns and social networking websites. The
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opinions of people are of very important for governments and
organizations to get the feedback about their policies, prod-
ucts and services in order to eradicate the issues and devise
improvements. Manually extracting opinions by scanning
blocks of text becomes a expensive, tiresome and tedious
task because of the rapid growth of data. Consequently, a
number of computerized systems to automatically classify
opinions from given text have been researched and devel-
oped [1] [5]. Research on automatically extracting opinions
from born-digital text is pretty mature on many languages
spoken around the globe. These mostly include languages
which use Latin alphabet like English, Spanish and French.
However, the state-of-the-art is still not very pleasing when it
comes to complex morphological languages like Arabic, Urdu
and Pashto [16] [15]. In addition, the traditional method-
ologies based on lexicon, parts of speech (POS) tagging and
Named-Entity (NE) recognition fail when applied to such
languages.

The present research targets Pashto language which is
the second largest regional language spoken in Pakistan and
has the status of official language in Afghanistan. Multiple
sentiment models with inputs of lexical features created from
the lexicon presented in [10] are developed. Pashto lexicons
were generated manually with predefined rules [14] which can
classify sentences with an accuracy of 73.2%. Consider, for
instance, the following two sentences in Pashto.

(1) “ñËñ» PA¿ è
f
Pñ

	
« è

f
X É

�
K , ÐQË ø



ðA

	
KPX è

f
PAJ�Ë ñ�A

�
K è

f
	P”

(I greatly admired your excellent work.)

(2) “ø



ð YK.
Q�
ë

�
X

�
IJ


	
®J
»

	P@ð@ AJ
»ñ
	
K”

(The sound quality of Nokia is very bad.)

The first sentence portrays positive sentiment while the

second shows a negative sentiment. Words like “ø



ðA
	
KPX” and

“ è
f
Pñ

	
«” define positive sentiment of the sentence, while the
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while the word “YK.” portrays the negative opinion in the
sentence. This research targets such words and generates
lexical features from such annotated words which help in
defining sentiment for text.

There are strict inflectional or derivations rules on mor-
phemes in English text. For instance, suffixes like ‘s and
‘es are used to make plurals with exception of a few words.
Pashto, on other hand, has a very complex morphology.
Pashto plural morphemes have several all-morphs e.g. plural

of “½Êë” (boy) is “ 	
àA¾Êë” (boys), for the word “ÉÇ” (flower)

plural is “ é
	
KñÊÇ” (flowers), “ú



Î

	
ªJ
K�” (girls) for “í

f
Ê

	
ªJ
K�” (girl) and

there are many more such examples. This makes analysis of
Pashto text more challenging as compared to other languages.

User comments and posts from various social media and
news websites including Facebook 1, BBC 2, Twitter 3, VOA
4 were collected for the study. Each of the comments was
manually labeled as either positive or negative to generate the
labels. A lexicon was extracted from the downloaded user’s
comments and a second one was created from translation
of existing English lexicon to Pashto. Classifiers including
Support Vector Machine (SVM), Logic-based Machine Trans-
lation (LMT), NaiveBayes and J48 (C4.5) are evaluated.
The details of the proposed technique are presented in the
following section.

2 PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

The section details the steps followed to develop the system
for extracting sentiments from born-digital Pashto text.

2.1 Corpus

The most challenging part of the research was to collect
an opinion enriched corpus of Pashto. Most of the Pashto
speakers at social media express themselves in Roman Pashto
(transliterated) which is not standardized. Automatic re-
trieval along with manual collection was used to retrieve
users comments from different sources like Facebook, BBC,
Twitter and VOA as mentioned earlier. A total of about 600
sentences were collected to build the corpus out of which 100
were reserved for testing.

2.2 Pre-processing

This phase prepares sentences for lexicon creation and senti-
ment analysis. Sentences contain different URLs, differently

1https://www.facebook.com/bbcpashto1981/?fref=ts
2http://www.bbc.com/pashto
3https://twitter.com/bbcnewspashto
4http://www.voadeewaradio.com/

written same words and HTML tags extracted from News
websites and other similar sources. In Pashto, Urdu and Ara-
bic, unlike Latin languages, words are not usually separated
by empty spaces. These morphologically complex languages
therefore face problems like space insertion and space omis-
sion errors [4]. Being the premier research on Pashto text,
pre-processing part in our case is limited to filtering of URLs
and non-Pashto sentences. Corpus normalization was carried
out manually by saving different forms of the words and
assigning them same polarity and score.

2.3 Tokenization

Tokenization is the process of breaking a stream of text up
into words, phrases, symbols, or other meaningful elements
called tokens (string with meaning). It is carried out by the
Stanford CoreNLP 5 tokenizer, which splits sentences into
tokens.

2.4 Lexicon Creation

Lexicon building comprises of two phases.

• New Lexicons: All tokens from tokenization phase
are iterated manually and assigned a polarity and
a score. In the present research work, the score
assigned to all tokens is one while the polarity is
positive or negative. All the words which neither
have a polarity nor a score are ignored while building
lexicons.

• Existing Lexicons: Lexicons from English language
used by Bing and Liu [3] and by Nielsen [11] are
translated from English to Pashto and assigned po-
larity. The translation was using a semi-automated
approach i.e. google translate was used but in some
cases the the translation was manually improved.

Consider, for instance, the following two Pashto phrases.

(1) “ñËñ» PA¿ è
f
Pñ

	
« è

f
X É

�
K , ÐQË ø



ðA

	
KPX è

f
PAJ�Ë ñ�A

�
K è

f
	P”

(I greatly admired your excellent work.)

(2) “ø



ð YK.
Q�
ë

�
X

�
IJ


	
®J
»

	P@ð@ AJ
»ñ
	
K”

(The sound quality of Nokia is very bad.)

Adjectives like “ è
f
Pñ

	
«” and “YK.” are lexicon candidates,

they are assigned the respective polarity and the same score
as shown in Table 1.

5http://stanfordnlp.github.io/CoreNLP/
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Table 1: Lexicons

Lexicon Polarity Score

è
f
Pñ

	
« positive 1

ø



ðA
	
KPX positive 1

�
Ik@P positive 1

ú


Í 	Pð negetive 1

YK. negetive 1

ú



	
æÖÞ

	
�
.ðX negetive 1

This step results in a list of about 2500 lexicons which are
used in generation of Lexical features.

2.5 Features and Classifiers

Each sentence is tokenized and the sentences are represented
by feature vectors from unigram tokens with the lexical
feature generated for each token [10]. For each token w and
emotion or polarity p, we used the sentiment/emotion score
score(w, p) to determine the following.

• Total count of tokens in the tweet with:
score(w, p) > 0;

• Total score =
∑

w∈tweet score(w, p)
• Maximal score = maxw(w, p);
• The score of the last token in the tweet with:

score(w, p) > 0;

Four lexical features using the above formulas are con-
structed for each polarity. The positive features are repre-
sented by PositiveF1, PositiveF2, PositiveF3 & PositiveF4
and the negative features are represented by NegativeF1,
NegativeF2, NegativeF3 and NegativeF4. For each sentence
these features are added to a feature vector in training file
as shown in following example.

@attribute PositiveF1 numeric

@attribute PositiveF2 numeric

@attribute PositiveF3 numeric

@attribute PositiveF4 numeric

@attribute NegativeF1 numeric

@attribute NegativeF2 numeric

@attribute NegativeF3 numeric

@attribute NegativeF4 numeric

@attribute class {Positive,Negative}

For example, a given sentence without Lexical features inclu-
sion can be represented as follow:

@data

{4 0,6 0,7 0,39 0,59 0,140 0,

322 0,865 0,1501 0,1502 0,

1503 0,1554 Negative}

While sentence with inclusion of Lexical features:

@data

{4 0,6 0,7 0,39 0,59 0,140 0,

322 0,865 0,1501 0,1502 0,

1503 0,1558 1,1559 1,1560 1,

1561 1,1563 Negative}

A Support Vector Machine(SVM) model using LibSVM is
trained for classification [8] [2]. A linear kernel with C=0.005
is applied. Models were also trained with Naive Baye’s and
Logic-based Machine Translation (LMT) [6], J48 [13] [9].

3 EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS

The experiments are carried out on the developed corpus
of annotated sentences with equal distribution of positive
and negative examples. Moreover, we also generated 2500
lexicons and assigned a score of 1 to all. Training files were
created with Weka [7] ‘arff’ file format using Java. Lexical
features [10] for positive and negative examples were created
and added to ‘arff’ file during training.

As mentioned earlier, we employed supervised learning
with uni-gram approach [12] and generated four different
binary classification models with SVM, LMT, Naive Bayes
and the J48 classifier.

We present the system accuracy in terms of F-score for
each of the models with and without lexical features for
different sizes of the training data set. The experiments
are carried out using k-fold cross validation, the number of
training sentences is varied for different experiments while
the test set is fixed to 100 sentences. Table 2 summarizes
these results for the SVM model while Table 3 presents the
results for the Naive Baye’s classifier. Likewise, Table 4 and
Table 5 summarize the system performance for J48 and LMT
classifiers respectively.

Table 2: Performance using SVM

Sentences Features F-Score

200 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.60
200 WithLexicalFeatures 0.655
300 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.647
300 WithLexicalFeatures 0.694
500 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.686
500 WithLexicalFeatures 0.732

Table 3: Performance using Naive Bayes

Sentences Features F-Score

200 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.58
200 WithLexicalFeatures 0.67
300 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.62
300 WithLexicalFeatures 0.67
500 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.69
500 WithLexicalFeatures 0.71
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Table 4: Performance using J48

Sentences Features F-Score

200 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.59
200 WithLexicalFeatures 0.61
300 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.60
300 WithLexicalFeatures 0.63
500 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.65
500 WithLexicalFeatures 0.69

Table 5: Performance using LMT

Sentences Features F-Score

200 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.63
200 WithLexicalFeatures 0.62
300 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.63
300 WithLexicalFeatures 0.69
500 WithoutLexicalFeatures 0.67
500 WithLexicalFeatures 0.72

Comparing the performance across different classifiers, it
is interesting to observe that the performance is more or
less consistent across different classifiers. The performance
naturally increases with the increase in the size of training
corpus. A highest F-score of 0.732 is observed using the SVM
classifier with lexical features when using a training corpus
of 500 sentences.

4 CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES

This paper presented the first attempt on sentiment analysis
on text in Pashto language. The major contributions of this
study include building a Pashto corpus, lexicon list and a
generalized classification framework based on lexical features
to predict sentiments from a given text. The present study is
based on uni-gram approach and can be enhanced further by
introducing the n-gram approach. We also intend to enhance
the corpus and make it publicly available.
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